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Viper Mosaic
Original Artwork
Based on a Sri Lankan viper, in many cultures the
snake is a symbol of renewal. This triptych mosaic is
made of hand-cut, semi-precious stone and gold-leafed,
glass tesserae, interspersed with waterjet cut details
punctuated with small sculpted features.

DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL

PRICE

1150 x 900mm

Glass mosaic
with metal
frame

£43,575 + VAT

Pulp Generation I
Original Artwork
These artworks were created entirely from
recycled material. Colour-stained shredded
paper produces a simple yet beautiful texture
with variations in hue, a surface that works on
its own or with a design applied. These pieces
have been further enhanced using precious
gold leaf.
DIMENSIONS

1150 x 1150mm
PRICE

£3,125 + VAT

Pulp Generation II
Original Artwork
These artworks were created entirely from
recycled material. Colour-stained shredded
paper produces a simple yet beautiful texture
with variations in hue, a surface that works on
its own or with a design applied. These pieces
have been further enhanced using precious
gold leaf.
DIMENSIONS

1150 x 1150mm
PRICE

£3,125 + VAT

Volcan III
Original Artwork
“Volcan III” is the story of the elevation
of a simple decorative surface to an
artwork, inspired by the effects on a bed
of hand-textured clay as it slowly dries on
a work bench. Cast in liquid metal and
highlighted with gold leaf, the basic texture
comes alive, responding beautifully to
the variation of light and the changing
position of the viewer.
DIMENSIONS

1270 x 2200mm
PRICE

£23,770 + VAT

Feather Quill Music Stand
Original Artwork
Inspired by the quill pen, this design
brilliantly combines the exquisite
hand-carving, describing the organic
flow of the feather, with the high-tech
structural demands required by the
elegant support structure,
all in pure walnut.
DIMENSIONS

Entire piece: 1000 x 1200mm
Base (triangular): 800 x 800 x 750mm
PRICE

£6,270 + VAT

Pi Coral
Limited Edition
This open work sculpture, inspired by sea corals,
is a reinterpretation of primordial marine life forms.
Stone-like material cast from hand-carved original.
Available in different finishes and materials, as well
as a freestanding artwork.

DIMENSIONS

750mm Ø

FINISH

PR ICE

Black Jesmonite

£5,750 + VAT

(limited edition of 20)

White Jesmonite

£5,750 + VAT

(limited edition of 20)

23ct gold leaf
(limited edition of 5)

£13,370 + VAT

Feather Coral
Limited Edition
This open-work sculpture, inspired by sea corals,
is a reinterpretation of primordial marine life forms.
Stone-like material cast from hand-carved original.
Available in different finishes and materials, as well
as a free-standing artwork.
DIMENSIONS

230 x 880mm (including base)

FINISH

PR ICE

Black Jesmonite

£4,780 + VAT

(limited edition of 20)

White Jesmonite
(limited edition of 20)

£4,780 + VAT

Crest Wave
Limited Edition
Inspired by the forces of nature acting upon the elements.
Time stands still in this study of water, epitomising the
movement and power of the ocean. Crystal-clear acrylic
resin cast from hand-carved original. Available in different
finishes and materials. Limited edition of 5.
DIMENSIONS

780 x 280 x 280mm
PRICE

£4,257 + VAT

Rose Trellis
Modular System
This modular system is made by interlocking panels,
which can be twisted in various configurations to
create a generous composition. Available in plain
plaster or faux stone.
DIMENSIONS

Variable
PRICE

£7,210 + VAT (approx. 10 sqm)

Asagao
Modular System
Inspired by the Japanese Morning Glory
flower, this modular tile system is fully
customisable and available in different
finishes and materials. Stone-like material
cast from hand-carved original, embellished
with 22ct gold gilded details.
TILE DIMENSION

approx. 290 x 270mm
PR ICE/per tile*

FINISH

Plain

£73 + VAT

22ct gold
detail

£117 + VAT

*minimum order of 10 tiles

